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Now in full color in a larger size! 40% more content and over 750 images to enhance and better
clarify the concepts in this thought-provoking resource for graphic designers, professors, and
students.This very popular design book has been wholly revised and expanded to feature a new
dimension of inspiring and counterintuitive ideas to thinking about graphic design
relationships.The second edition includes a new section on web design and new discussions of
modularity, framing, motion and time, rules of randomness, and numerous quotes supported by
images and biographies. This pioneering work provides designers, art directors, and students—
regardless of experience—with a unique approach to successful design.Veteran designer and
educator Alex. W. White has assembled a wealth of information and examples in his exploration
of what makes visual design stunning and easy to read. Readers will discover White's four
elements of graphic design, including how to: define and reveal dominant images, words, and
concepts; use scale, color, and position to guide the viewer through levels of importance; employ
white space as a significant component of design and not merely as background; and use
display and text type for maximum comprehension and value to the reader. Offering a new way
to think about and use the four design elements, this book is certain to inspire better
design.Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on
the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover subjects
such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing, acting,
film, how to start careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and more. While we
don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are deeply
committed to quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish
in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our
audience of readers.

"Student or professional, if you need the 'simple' basics - or want to get more 'complex' basics -
if you don't know the necessities of successful graphic design, - or have forgotten them in the
complexity of today's overwhelming possibilities, here is the book for you. It's by a guy who has
quite a track record of speaking to both." Ed Fella, AIGA medalist, former Detroit commercial
artist, Professor at CalArts' graphic design program."This book explains what I try to get across
to my designers: how to make all parts of a design work together. My offoce has a big library and
this is the book I hand over when breakthroughs are needed." Matteo Bologna, CD and founder
of Mucca Design, NYCAbout the AuthorAlex W. White is the author of The Elements of Logo
Design: Design Thinking, Branding, and Making Marks, Listening to Type: Making Language
Visible, and Advertising Design and Typography. His books are used by professionals and as
university texts the world over. He is chairman emeritus of the Type Directors Club and has



taught graphic design and typography for thirty years at Parsons School of Design, Syracuse
University, and the Hartford Art School. He is the chairman of the graduate program in design
management at the Shintaro Akatsu School of Design at the University of Bridgeport in
Connecticut. He holds an MFA in Advertising Design from Syracuse University and a BFA in
Graphic Design from Kent State University.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.The Elements of Graphic Design (Second Edition)By Alex W. WhiteAllworth
PressCopyright © 2011 Alex W. WhiteAll right reserved.Chapter 1: Space is emptiness fill up a
place, which may be better … when Ihave made it empty. – William Shakespeare(1564–1616),
As You Like It Emptiness is an essential aspect of life. It is the unavoidable opposite of fullness,
of busyness, of activity. It is the natural and universally present background to everything we see.
Emptiness is silence, an open ?eld, a barren room, a blank canvas, an empty page. Emptiness
is often taken for granted and thought best used by ?lling in. It is generally ignored by all but the
few who consciously manipulate it to establish contrast, to create drama, or to provide a place of
actual or visual rest. It is best used as counterpoint to ?lled-in space. Composers and architects
use it. Painters, photographers, and sculptors use it. And designers use it. The most important
step toward sensitizing yourself to using space is ?rst seeing it. Gregg Berryman writes in his
Notes on Graphic Design and Visual Communication, “Everyone ‘looks’ at things but very few
people ‘see’ effectively. Designers must be able to see. Seeing means a trained super-
awareness of visual codes like shape, color, texture, pattern, and contrast. These codes make a
language of vision, much as words are building blocks for verbal language.” Being trained to see
more critically is best guided by a teacher, but such training relies on exposure to excellent art
and design samples.The figure/ground relationshipThe single most overlooked element in visual
design is emptiness. The lack of attention it receives explains the abundance of ugly and unread
design. (Ugly and unread describe two separate functions of design which occasionally occur at
the same time. Ugly refers to an object’s aesthetic qualities, an evaluation of whether we like the
object. Unread is in?nitely more important, because an unread design is an utter failure. A
printed document, regardless of its purpose or attributes, is never intended to be ignored.)
Design elements are always viewed in relation to their surroundings. Emptiness in two-
dimensional design is called white space and lies behind the type and imagery. But it is more
than just the background of a design, for if a design’s background alone were properly
constructed, the overall design would immediately double in clarity and usefulness. Thus, when
it is used intriguingly, white space becomes foreground. The emptiness becomes a positive
shape and the positive and negative areas become intricately linked.Continues...Excerpted from
The Elements of Graphic Design (Second Edition) by Alex W. White Copyright © 2011 by Alex
W. White. Excerpted by permission of Allworth Press, a division of Random House, Inc.All rights
reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing
from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of
visitors to this web site.Read more
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Taylor, “Just what I needed. Bought this book for college and was very happy with how it was
described and also happy that it came fast!”

Ebook Library Reader, “A Great Book About Graphic Design That Should Have Followed It's
Own Advice. I liked the book. My experience with graphic design has basically been doing logo
headers for personal projects and occasionally formatting writing for clients in an aesthetically
appealing manner in order to help them maintain their format when the content goes live.It's
fairly basic stuff, and I had an intuitive grasp of most, although not all, of it. If you're looking to
learn it, this is a great book to do it.The only problem?The graphic design within the book itself is
EXTREMELY busy and distracting. This may be a personal thing, but I found the fact that the
borders of each page were absolutely LITTERED with examples of the concepts being
discussed to be irritating and made it harder to focus on the information itself.The information is
solid, simply presented, and fantastic for a beginner. IF they can get over the poor graphic
design present within the book itself.I did like the book, and found it useful, but I'd rather have
seen the information presented in a more forthright manner and perhaps the examples on one
side of the book rather than being clustered around the information itself and ALSO taking up
another page for full sized pictures of design. It doesn't flow, and quite often there's little
harmony.Ironic, but I'd still recommend it.”

T. Wesley, “Excellent design manual - great introduction to the concepts. "The Elements of
Graphic Design" covers exactly that - all the important elements of graphic design.Part history,
part primer, this book is a great general introduction to the basics of graphic design. The large
number of illustrations are accompanied by ample explanation of why those illustrations or
pictures were included and what purpose they have in the greater design lexicon.The author
clearly has a firm grasp on typography, space, symmetry (or lack thereof) and pacing and is able
to get those things across in a manner that is both technical and accessible. If you've never read
any design book, you won't find yourself confused by obscure, unexplained terminology.You
would expect a book about graphic design to be well designed and indeed, this book is well
designed. The only gripe I have (hence the 4 stars, not 5) is the chapter that gets into the
hardcore history of design, starting with cave paintings and Sumerian cuneiform. This chapter
feels cluttered and a little overwhelming, but the amount of information (which is pretty
staggering) is at the same time fascinating. As an historian and journalist by trade, this chapter
was probably the most interesting to me simply to see the track of graphic design concepts
throughout history.Bottom line: Excellent first design book and a good resource to have on your
shelf, even if you're a seasoned expert.”

Laureta, “To Ken at Old New River Books. Thank you!!My book came quick and of course it
meets my expectations. I appreciated lil hand-written note attached to my purchase! Definitely a



five star bookstore.”

Lydia Pike, “Here is my honest review.. First chapters and the last chapter I would say is the most
valuable of the book. The rest of it you can just google graphic design principles and that will
make life a lot easier but that’s just my personal opinion. Good book regardless:)”

MMC, “Great for a non-practitioner. As a non-practitioner who wanted to learn more about
fundamental design, this book nails it. While aesthetics are ultimately a matter of preference,
knowing the fundamental reasons and history behind certain graphic design elements is a great
help for those who have no formal training or experience in the field.Specifically, the book's
treatment of shapes, composition/layout, typography and color helped me formalize my thinking
when coming up with new design concepts for our company's web site / web application. It has
also piqued my interest in other design fields and graphic design as a whole.The book is
accessible for the layperson and serves as an excellent foundation for further exploration in
design.”

roy67, “Birthday Gift. A gift for my Grandson - he was very grateful for it.”

Paoli, “Gute Grundlage. Ich würde dieses Buch allen empfehlen, die ein Grafik Design Studium
anstreben oder sich generell für diese Materie interessieren. „The Elements of Graphic Design“
liefert eine gute Grundlage um gutes Design verstehen und nachvollziehen zu können. Es sind
genügend visuelle Beispiele für jedes Thema vorhanden. Es deckt wirklich alle wichtigen
Elemente des Grafik Designs ab.Fazit: Exzellentes erstes Design Buch für Amateure aber auch
eine gutes Nachschlagewerk fürs Regal, sogar, wenn man schon ein alter Hase ist.”

I-Chuan Wang, “It is easy to read!. It is easy to read!”

Amanda Smith, “Same as the bookstore but cheaper. Definitely cheaper than buying direct from
my university bookstore :)”

The book by Alex W. White has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 226 people have provided feedback.
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